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Authority:
jurisdiction literally means 
the “authority to speak the 
law”

Responsibility 
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What is Jurisdiction? 



All tribal governments have authority from 
two separate sources:	


Inherent Authority:	

	
a recognition by the federal government that tribal 
authority existed prior to the formation of the US 
government.  This is also referred to as Inherent 
Sovereignty.	


Delegated Authority:	

	
additional authority granted to tribal governments 
by the US government.	
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Tribal Authority 
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“Do Alaska Native villages have inherent, non-
territorial sovereignty allowing them to resolve 
domestic disputes between their own members?… 
we hold that Alaska Native tribes, by virtue of 
their inherent powers as sovereign nations, do 
possess that authority.”	

-Alaska Supreme Court in John v. Baker	


Inherent Authority

• Alaska Tribes have inherent authority 
over domestic violence involving tribal 
members.	
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US Congress can “delegate” additional authority 
to make and enforce laws.	


• The Violence Against Woman Act 
(VAWA) is an express delegation of 
authority to Alaska Tribal Governments to 
issue tribal protective orders that are 
enforceable throughout the United States.	


Delegated Authority 



Many tribes in Alaska are unaware 
that they can issue protective orders 
and that the State must enforce that 
order under the full faith and credit 
provisions of VAWA.	
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Tribal Authority 



Domestic Violence
The Violence Against Women Act requires that 
states and tribes recognize and enforce each 
others protective orders, under ‘Full Faith and 
Credit’	


• All law enforcement officers are required to enforce a 
Tribal Protective Order in the same way they would enforce 
an order issued by a Alaska state court.	




Alaska Court procedure for filing a  
protective order under VAWA

“Clerks of court (and magistrates in locations lacking a clerk) 
accept foreign orders for filing.  When presented with a foreign 
order, the clerk reviews it to determine it is a certified copy and 
that it appears on it’s face to be unexpired.  As a matter of policy 
the clerk will not contact the issuing jurisdiction for more 
information.  The clerk will file stamp the order and assign it an 
Alaska Court System civil order number.  The clerk next will 
distribute the order to the appropriate local law agency for entry 
into the Central Registry (the same distribution used for Alaska 
protective orders.”	
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Why Register a Tribal 
Protective Order?

1.  Ensures all Protective Orders 
are treated equally	


2.  Once a Protective Order is 
registered it is given a State 
civil case number at which point 
State penalties for violation of a 
Protective Order can attach.	




Tribal Protective Orders:
Enforcement

Tribes do have the authority to 
employ law enforcement officers.	


• Several Alaska Tribes have active 
Tribal Police	


• Many city and tribal government 
have come together to jointly fund 
a Village Police department 
(VPO)	
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Only apx.1/3 of villages in Alaska have local 
law enforcement.	


• A Protective Order is only a piece of paper.  It takes actions of 
people to keep people safe.	


• Recognition of tribal protective orders by local 
air carriers is a front line of defense for victim 
safety.	


If your Tribe has no Law Enforcement or 
Public Safety available, it is vital the Tribal 
Council, health providers, and behavioral 
health come together to form a Domestic 
Violence Strategic Response or Safety Plan.	




Steps in Issuing a Tribal 
Protective Order

•  Except in the case of a real emergency, the Tribe must:	


1.  Hold a full Hearing, Notifying both parties and providing 
Due Process.  This usually begins with a Petition to use the 
court.	


2.  The Judges must make a decision that a Tribal Protective 
Order is necessary	


3.  An Order must be made and the Tribal Protective Order 
issued by the Court.	

–  If you want help from the State with enforcement the TPO must be 

registered too.	




Steps in Issuing a Tribal 
Protective Order

•  In the case of an emergency, the tribe can hold an 
emergency hearing right away, make an emergency 
decision, and issue an Emergency Protective Order- 
good for a very short time.	


•  A full Hearing, providing Due Process must be given 
before a temporary or permanent protective order can 
be issued.	




What does a Tribal Protective 
Order look like?

•  There is not a standardized format or form, every tribe can 
create their own form	


•  To be accepted by the State of Alaska for Registry into 
APSIN and for  enforcement, the TPO must have:	

	
1.  Name of petitioner and respondent on order	

	
2.  Must be unexpired order	


–  	
 to be enforced, conditions of order must be clearly stated	


  TCC, AVCP have sample Tribal Protective Order form	

  Contact Lisa Jaeger @TCC	

  Or April January @AVCP	
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